Abstract: An organ case from Lincoln, England, designed by the architect Temple Moore in 1907 was examined during conservation work using Raman spectroscopy in order to analyze the decorative paint composition. Samples from the six principal colours were extracted and examined using a Bruker Senterra R200-L spectrometer. The results are the first known formal analysis of a painted scheme by this architect, and they reveal a mixture of commonly used pigments for the period and the unexpected use of simpler, earth pigments, along with an unusual admixture in the red, along with an organic additive. The findings are of importance to both the conservation of Temple Moore’s artwork, in understanding the experimentation used in early twentieth-century England, and in furthering our knowledge of ecclesiastical decorative artwork of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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1. Introduction

In 1906 the Gothic Revival architect Temple Lushington Moore was commissioned to construct the chapel of the Bishop’s Hostel in Lincoln, England, by Canon John du Buisson, who paid for the work in its entirety in the sum of £4640 [1] (p. 248). Moore built the chapel in the former County Hospital of 1776–1777 designed by John Carr as part of the work to complement the new Lincoln Theological College (Scholae Cancellarii) which had been created in 1874, and work was completed in 1907 [2] (p. 510). The interior contained a wooden west screen, gallery, and an organ case (Figure 1), all created by Moore in typical Gothic Revival manner, and it is known that he took a particular interest in the design of organs and their cases, working widely with Arthur Hill, who was associated with Will Hill and Son, organ builders [3]. The contractor is known to have been Fisher Brothers of Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, and the “decoration” was by John Thomas of York, but although it is unclear what was meant by “decoration” in the documents it almost certainly refers to the physical painting of the interior, including the organ case, to Moore’s designs [4] (p. 202).
The name of the original organ maker is unknown. In 1935 a replacement organ mechanism by Cousans of Lincoln was installed, which retained the original 1907 Temple Moore case. In 1995 the Lincoln Theological College closed and the building was taken over by de Montfort University, which renamed it “Chad Varah House” and used it for several years as its Faculty of Art and Design until it left in 2009. It then became the Lincoln School of Theology for a short period before becoming redundant, although it was retained as it is a listed building and therefore protected. It was sold to developers in 2016. At the same time the parish church of St Wilfrid at Kelham in Nottinghamshire was seeking a new organ as its existing instrument had become uneconomic to repair, and shortly after the former Lincoln Theological College was sold it purchased the organ complete with original case; it was removed and transported to Kelham in early 2017.

The organ and case were placed in the south aisle of Kelham St Wilfrid [5] and in 2018 work commenced on the restoration and conservation of both the instrument and the case, the former by Henry Groves and Son Ltd, organ builders, of Nottingham, U.K., and the conservation of the case.
by Michelle Pepper, conservator, of Newark on Trent, U.K. During the initial assessment phase of conservation it was apparent that the painted decoration was unusually powdery and appeared poorly bound to the wooden substrate. Laboratory testing, using Biuret reagent (a standard colorimetric technique for the identification of proteins using a reagent made by dissolving 2.5 g of copper (II) sulfate and 6 g of sodium potassium tartrate tetrahydrate in a 3% solution of sodium hydroxide) [6] was undertaken to ascertain if the binder was proteinaceous, but the results were negative indicating that the decoration was probably not based on glue-bound distemper as might be expected at the period of execution [7,8], unless aging deterioration has proceeded to the point where no trace of protein remains. As animal glues are prone to degradation in this manner, this may be the logical explanation. The decoration of the two large side doors was particularly unstable and the only viable cleaning method was determined to be the use of dry artists’ rubbers (dry, conservation grade, erasers and eraser crumbs are a common surface cleaning material employed in paper conservation, and the technique is also sometimes appropriate for use on other sensitive painted surfaces) [9]. Following cleaning, an isolating consolidation layer of Paraloid (Acryloid) B72, a copolymer of ethyl methacrylate and methyl acrylate, was applied and some minor retouching of missing detail undertaken using watercolours. The gold paint on the organ pipes, probably applied in 1935, was not analyzed as it was clearly not part of Moore’s original scheme which would almost certainly have comprised gilding [10]. The paint had oxidized and was unsightly, therefore the decision was made to remove it and not to repaint.

The decoration comprises stylized foliate and geometric patterns with borders. The cream and green side panels are interspersed with the sacred Christian monogram IHS (Figure 2). Much of the work appears to be stenciled although some has clearly been executed freestyle and is typical of Moore’s other work, for example, the reredos at Middlesborough St Columba and the organ case at Radwinter St Mary the Virgin, both in England. The pipe canopies are ornately constructed in Gothic Revival style with quatrefoils and tracery, capped by dentil courses. Some sections of the case have been overpainted, possibly as a result of the original pigment being accidentally removed, perhaps by washing. The overpaint is in an oil-based media and suggests either repainting or amalgamation of parts from another case at some period, most probably from 1935 when the replacement organ was installed.

Colours comprise dark red, dark and light greens, blue, cream, and some black. As many areas were friable before conservation, the opportunity was taken to extract small samples from the original paint scheme for Raman spectroscopic analysis, as Temple Moore’s work, while widely known and catalogued [11,12] is poorly understood in scientific terms and no previous work is known on the analysis of his chosen decorative colour schemes.

One of the principal objectives of this project has been to further our knowledge of ecclesiastical artwork undertaken in the United Kingdom by a group of prolific architects of the late Victorian and Edwardian era, approximately between the years 1860 and 1910 [13]. This type of decorative artwork, typically applied to church interiors in the form of painted screens, reredoses, dado rails, organ cases, pulpits, and the interior of roofs, has had little published scientific analysis and what has been done tends to be on earlier objects [14,15], unlike wall paintings of all periods that have been the subject of extensive research [16–18]. Major architects engaged on ecclesiastical projects such as Sir Arthur Blomfield, Sir Ninian Comper [19], William Butterfield [20], Sir George Gilbert Scott and sons George and Oldrid, George Frederick Bodley [21], Norman Shaw, Temple Moore, Ewan Christian, William Burges [22], William Caröe, Sir Edwin Lutyens [23], and many others, commissioned a vast amount of such decorative church artwork which is well known for its form and style but very poorly understood in terms of pigment and binder composition, these details usually only coming to light when conservation work is undertaken or to inform conservation, and rarely openly published as individual studies [24–26]. Although the analysis in this study has arisen because the organ case involved required conservation, the opportunity has been taken to further our technical knowledge of commissioned artwork of the period.
Figure 2. The organ case in its current position in Kelham church, England, following conservation.

Temple Moore (1856–1920) was without question among the greatest British ecclesiastical architects of his period, undertaking more than 150 major projects between 1878 and 1918. Yet the craftsmen and craftswomen who worked for him, and for his peers, are little known or understood and their work and methods are fully deserving of detailed analytical study.

2. Materials and Methods

Paint samples were taken from the organ case only where paint loss was deemed inevitable due to the loose condition and complete breakdown of the original binding. No sound areas of paint were sampled nor any of the areas of overpaint which are clearly not part of the original scheme. Small samples were extracted from all areas of differing colour using a scalpel, bagged and sealed, and sent to the Raman Spectroscopy Research Group at Ghent University for analysis. The sampling scheme, as dictated by paint condition, is shown in Figure 3.
Ewan Christian, William Burges [22], William Caroe, Sir Edwin Lutyens [23], and many others, commissioned a vast amount of such decorative church artwork which is well known for its form and style but very poorly understood in terms of pigment and binder composition, these details usually only coming to light when conservation work is undertaken or to inform conservation, and rarely openly published as individual studies [24–26]. Although the analysis in this study has arisen because the organ case involved required conservation, the opportunity has been taken to further our technical knowledge of commissioned artwork of the period.

Temple Moore (1856–1920) was without question among the greatest British ecclesiastical architects of his period, undertaking more than 150 major projects between 1878 and 1918. Yet the craftsmen and craftswomen who worked for him, and for his peers, are little known or understood and their work and methods are fully deserving of detailed analytical study.

2. Materials and Methods

Paint samples were taken from the organ case only where paint loss was deemed inevitable due to the loose condition and complete breakdown of the original binding. No sound areas of paint were sampled nor any of the areas of overpaint which are clearly not part of the original scheme. Small samples were extracted from all areas of differing colour using a scalpel, bagged and sealed, and sent to the Raman Spectroscopy Research Group at Ghent University for analysis. The sampling scheme, as dictated by paint condition, is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Sampling scheme for pigment extraction from areas already damaged and which had loose and detaching paint: (a) right-hand panel; (b) lower left-hand panel and console.

Raman spectroscopy is now a well established analytical technique for the characterization of pigments and their substrates on frescoes, paintings, and on decorated artefacts comprising a range of materials, including wood, ceramics, and metals [27–33]. Even in complex mixtures the key spectral band signatures can be identified and correlated with the use of particular pigments either alone or in admixture [34,35] (Table 1).

Here, Raman spectra were obtained using a Bruker Senterra R200-L spectrometer operating with two laser excitation wavelengths, namely 532 nm (Nd/YAG laser frequency doubled) in the green region of the electromagnetic spectrum and a 785 nm diode laser in the near infrared region with a thermoelectrically cooled (1024 × 556 pixel resolution) CCD detector. The latter excitation wavelength is particularly useful when evidence of fluorescence emission is observed in specimens using visible wavelength excitation, as a result of degraded varnish or surface coatings on paintings. The spectral data were acquired from an Olympus Raman microscope attachment with 5×, 20×, and 50× objective lens magnification, representing a sample interrogation footprint of approximately 2 microns diameter for the 50× magnification objective lens. Spectral accumulation of up to 10 scans per sampling point enabled a preferential signal-to-noise ratio to be established with a spectral resolution of 10 cm⁻¹ or better and replicate sampling was undertaken for each specimen submitted for analysis to verify the presence of pigment particles in admixture.

The extensive databases in the literature that are relevant to the Raman spectroscopic interpretation of spectral data from pigments and their substrates in artworks are mainly derived from early historiated manuscripts and prehistoric rock art, and comprise natural minerals and their synthetic derivatives.
and replacements which were used in later painted artworks [36–45]. Here, the spectral data and characteristic Raman spectral bands have been identified in degraded specimens which provide an unequivocal interpretation of the composition of natural and synthetic pigments, alone or in admixture, and can be correlated with the literature which describes standards and spectra derived from better preserved samples of artworks. The fact that the organ case in this study was in need of restoration is witness to the degradation suffered by the artwork over time and this is the reason that the Raman spectra display emission backgrounds and features are perhaps not as clearly defined as would have been expected from their pure mineral congeners.

Table 1. Raman spectral wavenumbers/cm$^{-1}$ of mineral and synthetic pigments used in the Temple Moore organ case decoration (see references [35], and [38–43]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pigment</th>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Alternative Name</th>
<th>Wavenumbers/cm$^{-1}$ *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome yellow</td>
<td>PbCrO$_4$</td>
<td>lead (II) chromate, crocoite</td>
<td>134, 325, 347, 358, 376, 840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematite</td>
<td>Fe$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>iron (III) oxide</td>
<td>224, 245, 291, 411, 500, 611, 1320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red lead</td>
<td>Pb$_3$O$_4$</td>
<td>lead(II) lead (IV) tetroxide</td>
<td>121, 152, 223, 232, 313, 391, 477, 549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>CaCO$_3$</td>
<td>calcium carbonate, limestone, chalk</td>
<td>151, 273, 712, 1086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>CaSO$_4$.2H$_2$O</td>
<td>calcium sulfate dihydrate</td>
<td>210, 412, 481, 617, 668, 1007, 1136, 3407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prussian blue</td>
<td>Fe$_4$[Fe(CN)$_6$]$_3$</td>
<td>ferric hexacyanoferrate, Berlin/Paris blue</td>
<td>275, 507, 2155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anhydrite</td>
<td>CaSO$_4$</td>
<td>anhydrous calcium sulfate</td>
<td>200, 410, 475, 620, 1015, 1140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon black</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>soot, amorphous carbon, charcoal</td>
<td>1320, 1590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone black</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>ivory black</td>
<td>461, 643, 960, 1320, 1580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Distinctive wavenumbers highlighted in bold script.

It is a common misconception that the use of infrared is better for organics than Raman, but in fact Raman can be quite definitive regarding resins and gums, especially when these are in admixture with cellulosic materials and aqueous extracts where the broad and intense OH group absorptions, and their associated hydrogen-bonding broadening, often cause the masking or obscuration of features in the infrared from other entities. This does not occur in the Raman, where the scattering factor for OH groups is smaller. In particular the presence of very strong and polar carbonyl groups in organic moieties is easily detected in the infrared but the intense features generally cause problems in identifying other organic vibrations in their vicinity such as unsaturated carbon–carbon and carbon–nitrogen bonds [46,47].

The combination of molecular spectroscopic and elemental analytical techniques is an approach that has been adopted for complex specimens hitherto [48] and has some advantages, particularly for in situ measurements using XRF spectrometry. In this project, access to elemental techniques analysis was not available but we do not foresee that any additional information of note would have been forthcoming.

As stated in the previous section, it is not possible to effect a direct comparison with pigments from other Temple Moore decorative artwork as this is the first time his palette has been characterized analytically.

3. Results

The specimens and their identified pigments from their Raman spectral bands are listed below.

Red: chrome yellow, hematite, red lead, calcite, and gypsum. Evidence of a binder or varnish is indicated by features at 1617, 1592, 1483, 1466, 1424, 1330, 1259, 1226, 1208, 1168, and 1001 cm$^{-1}$, which can be assigned to an aromatic resin, such as dammar or pine resin (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Raman spectrum of red pigment, 785 nm excitation, showing chrome yellow, hematite, red lead, and organic resin.

Blue: Prussian blue, calcite, and anhydrite (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Raman spectrum of blue pigment, 785 nm excitation, showing Prussian blue.

Dark green: Prussian blue, chrome yellow, calcite, and carbon black (Figure 6).
Figure 6. Raman spectrum of dark green pigment, 785 nm excitation, showing Prussian blue, chrome yellow, calcite, and carbon black.

Black: bone black, with evidence of a phosphate signature (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Raman spectrum of black pigment, 785 nm excitation, showing bone black.

Cream: gypsum, calcite, and barytes (Figure 8).
Light green: Prussian blue, chrome yellow, and gypsum (Figure 9).

The red pigments, red lead, and hematite were used in admixture to achieve different tonal qualities and the addition of chrome yellow would give an orange colouration. Lightening was achieved using a mixture of calcite and gypsum. The blue colour was exclusively Prussian blue with the addition of calcite and calcium sulfate for lightening. The specific usage of anhydrite here could be indicative of an additional purpose such as adhesion. A purple colour involved a mixture of Prussian blue and hematite with carbon black added to darken the colour but this colour is not evident to the eye in the scheme and samples probably represent adulterated blue pigment. The green colour, a combination of yellow and blue, involved the admixture of Prussian blue and chrome yellow, with both calcite and carbon black being present to give darker and lighter shades. The black colour
is interesting in that it contains the phosphate band signature of calcium phosphate which reveals that it is really ivory black or bone black, made by the calcination of animal bones or ivory at low temperatures: higher temperatures of calcination burns off the carbon to leave bone white, a calcium apatite [49]. Several prominent artists in the nineteenth century preferred bone black or ivory black for their work as the black colour is glossier than the normal charcoal black or soot: for example John Constable was a user of ivory black [50,51]. The cream colour is a rather complex mixture of calcite, gypsum, and barytes which is an interesting departure from the normal use of lead-based whites; it has been observed that the use of calcite enhances both the optical and the rheological properties of the colour and yields a creamish, translucent effect owing to its refractive index when ground in an oil medium [52]. Finally, the light green colour was effected using a mixture of Prussian blue, chrome yellow, and gypsum.

4. Discussion

This is the first known time that an analytical assessment of the pigments and palette of Temple Moore has been undertaken and it reveals that he showed favour for Prussian blue, chrome yellow, red lead, hematite, and carbon black as his strong colours. Dilution and lightening or darkening effects were promoted using calcite, gypsum, and occasionally anhydrite and barytes. The use of anhydrite and barytes only occasionally indicates that perhaps there were some special reasons for their inclusion in the pigment mixtures at those locations, possibly to combat a dark or uncompromising substrate. The red specimen is interesting in that it is the only one that shows evidence of an organic additive, which could be either a varnish or an adhesive binder, such as, typically, a pine resin. Likewise remarkable are the absence of other strong pigments from his palette and favoured by many of his contemporaries [53,54] such as ultramarine, basic lead white (hydrocerussite), orpiment, azurite, malachite, and weaker but more common ones such as goethite and verdigris. The admixture of red lead and hematite in the red pigment is also rather curious and was intended obviously for a particular tonal shade. Unusual admixture for red paint has been observed previously in one of Sir Ninian Comper’s schemes only ten years earlier [55].

Clearly the choice of pigments was limited by those commercially available in 1906–1907, and the purchase of these would have been the responsibility of the decorative artist, John Thomas. It seems logical that Thomas would have selected his range from a large, well respected company such as Winsor and Newton, Henry Nathan & Sons, or Reeves and Sons Ltd., and trade catalogues survive from the period [56]. Prussian blue, chrome yellow, lamp black, and ivory black, were all available as oil-based media in collapsible tubes from Winsor and Newton at the trade price of 3s. 0d. (British) per dozen in 1900; this equates to a very approximate cost of £12 sterling in a contemporary context and is at the lower end of the cost scale in the full range of pigments offered. The aromatic resin observed in the analysis of the red pigment may possibly be Sandarac [57], an aromatic, translucent resin used to impart a warm, reddish tone, or else the commonly used Dammar resin [58]; alternatively it may have been added as a form of drying oil. The presence of hematite may perhaps be ascribed to the use of Cassel earth or Cologne earth, both also purchasable. However, the use of earth pigments such as calcite for the whites and creams is more unusual and Thomas may have been aiming for a specific tonal effect rather than trying to save on cost, e.g., by using these low-cost pigments as extenders [59]. Alternatively Moore and Thomas may well have been aware of the toxicity of lead-based pigments (on an organ case that would be subject to regular handling) and/or the risks of degradation of synthetic additions [60] and thus preferred to use a simple, earth pigment. The availability of these pigments throughout history has been commonplace [61], therefore it would have been an easy pigment to obtain. A final possibility is that Moore and Thomas were aware that adding lead white or titanium white to Prussian blue yielded problems with the lightfastness and permanence of the admixture and so chose calcite instead [62].

In conclusion, the analysis has revealed that the decorative artist, John Thomas, appears to have chosen readily available pigments based on broad colour instructions from Temple Moore to achieve
his design. The analysis of further decorative artwork by this architect will be of considerable interest where he used different named decorative artists, but similar designs, to reveal what similarities or differences occur in pigment composition.
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